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ColourNation Price List
price list oxford circus
ColourNation
Ltd (Oxford Circus)
5 Winsley Street, London, W1W 8HG
web: www.colournation.com
email: salon @ colournation.com
tel: 0845 88 88 333
cutting
services graduate stylist
stylist senior stylist style consultant
cut
& finish
£35
£44
£55
£66
classic blowdry
£24
£30
£37
£45
colour blowdry £34 £42 £53 £63
treatment blowdry £31 £36 £48 £55
redesign
& finish
£44
£55
£68
£82
clipper shave £18 £23 £29 £34
gents
cut & finish
£25
£31
£39
£46
colour
services
(excl. cut &/or finish)
graduate stylist
stylist
senior stylist style consultant
highlights
full head - from £92
£114
£143 £172
highlights
half head - from £68
£85
£107 £128
highlights
t-bar (1/4 head) - from £54
£68
£85 £102
flying
colours (freehand) £32
£40
£51 £61
full
tint £51
£63
£79 £95
tint re-growth £33 £41 £52 £62
semi-tint £42
£52
£65 £78
toner
/ colour balancing* £14
£14
£17 £20
bleach
(from) £59
£74
£92 £111
bleach
ReGrowth £38
£48
£59 £71
colour
correction / change
price
on consultation (from £110)
technical
services
graduate stylist
stylist
senior stylist style consultant
digital perm £230 £280 £330 £380
full
perm £106
£133
£166 £199
partial
perm (per section) £76
£95
£119 £143
hair
extensions
price on consultation
ionic hair straightening
- from*** £280 £330 £380 £420
brazilian keratin straightening*** £153 £183 £220 £264
hair repair clinic (£60) 10% off course of four
deluxe Macadamia Cond.** £14 £15 £19 £23
macadamia oil/ SP/ sebastian backwash cond. Treat. ** £10 £11 £13 £16
SP infusion/alchemy express treatment** £15 £17 £21 £25
bridal
hair / hair up / party groups
price
on consultation
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Some prices may not be available at all times.
* with main colour, ** with cut and/or finish, *** Additional charge possible for extra hair
(long/thick) ask your stylist if you have any concerns,
Please Note: Most of our clients will
want a cut and/or finish after their colour service, our colour services are priced to take this
into account. Therefore we do not include the finish in our colour prices because this would
double charge the majority of clients. Please add at least a blowdry to your colour service.
Specialist services such as Brazilian blowdrys, IHR Straightening and hair extensions do include a
finish within the service. Please ask if you need clarification. Services Explained ->Highlights
Full Head All over highlights using foils and our state of the art Wella Hair Colour technology. A
full Head of highlights will give you an amazing natural dimensional
look. We'll also (unlike other
salons) use more than one colour to achieve
this look to give you a real three dimensional natural
look. You'll absolutely love
it. ->Highlights Half Head
- Half the amount of foils used for a
full head of highlights. This will still
give you the dimensional look and again we'll use tones to
blend your highlights. ->Highlights T-bar
- Also known as a ¼ head where the central parting
and front fringe
colour is refreshed and highlighted (imagine a T shape when seen from above).
This is great if your roots are starting to show or you just want to refresh
your look - everyone will
think you just had another full head when really
you just refreshed your look. ->Flying Colours Freehand colour that is painted onto random pieces of hair suitable for
shorter hair styles. This
may also be known as a shoe shine and will normally
last until the next cut. Again a great way to
try out colour to see if it's for you. ->Tint - An all
over permanent colour that lasts between
6-10 weeks. ->Re-growth - Colouring
of roots after having a permanent tint to refresh the look.
->Semi-Tint - a
semi permanent tint which will wash out after 8-10 washes - if you're scared
of colour try this to see if you like it. ->Toner / Colour Balancing
- sometimes the hair colours
can need a little finness to blend naturally
into your look - toner / colour balancing is our magic in
these cases. ->Bleach - if you
want very light coloured hair we can bleach your hair. ->Colour
Correction / Change
- changing colours or correcting a previous salon's colours (or home colour
attempt) can be time consuming and requires a great deal of skill. Results
cannot be
guaranteed because we won't always know exactly what has been used
before. That said we can
normally fix hair disasters. ->Ionic Hair Straightening
- A permanent hair straightening
treatment that only needs to be done once
to last for 5-8 months with ultimate results. ->
Brazilian Straightening / Blowdry
- a non-permenant straightening process which will last for
2-4 months. ->Hair Extensions
- Human and synthetic hair Extensions available. ->Cutting
Re-design
- if you want a new look you'll need to discuss your needs with your stylist,
go
through hairstyle guides and work out what works best for you - this is
a re-design It takes longer
than a normal cut because of the consultation
needed.
Stylist Levels Explained. ->Graduate Stylist
- a stylist who has recently qualified (1-2
years experience) and is very keen to impress. They are
fully trained on our technologies such as
Colouring and Straightening and a more senior
team member is always on hand to assist if
needed. Graduates will take longer than a more experienced stylist and if what you have in mind is
technically challenging either in terms of cut or colour a more experienced stylist is recommended.
For everyday colours or cuts however they are more than capable. ->Stylist - an
experienced
stylist with who's developing and deepening their skills. Typically
this hair stylist will have been
working as a stylist for two years in other
salons before coming to us. ->Senior Stylist
Typically our senior stylists will have been working for 6-8 years before
they'll be accepted as a
Senior Stylist. They will have gained valuable experience
and their client return rates proves this.
->Style Consultant
- Has extended education, experience and confidence in their ability which
can only come with years of experience. This is hair magic.
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